
LITERATURE AN INSPIRATION FOR FILM

The Iron Giant Films Based on Books zombie movie with an unconventional source of inspiration: a sci-fi novel about
killer plants.

What makes the film so special though, is the people you meet â€” passionate, sometimes eccentric lovers of
typography who show us how much craftsmanship really matters. While food, architecture and fashion are
regulars on broadcasting schedules, design has often been forgotten which is such a shame. From early films
of theatrical plays to classics like The Wizard of Oz and Gone with the Wind to modern-day adaptations
including the recent Girl with the Dragon Tattoo, films have continuously brought a wide variety of stories to
life on the silver screen. Main article: Film adaptation Works of literature have been adapted for film from the
dawn of the industry. But, curiously for such an American icon, its also drawn on the diverse world of English
literature for some of its most successful projects. One Hundred And One Dalmatians Whenever a villain isn't
quite threatening enough, many reviewers will refer to Cruella De Vil as the model of how it should really be
done. Those responsible for converting this into a movie did an exceptional job, tuning into the very modern
vibes about man in harmony with nature, while working in lots of visual gags and even some memorable
musical numbers. It's all tons of fun, and who can't love a Disney movie that has Nazis in it getting a kicking
from a British museum collection? Doug Wilson â€” the director of Linotype: The Film â€” is a good friend
now, but that started because I got hooked on my first peek at his warm, sad, funny film about an improbable
piece of machinery that revolutionised typesetting, and by extension the printed word. Bedknobs And
Broomsticks Yes, I accept this is essentially a live action movie, but it does have plenty of animation in it also,
so I thought I'd include it. Since the early days of the genre, major films have been largely adapted: Novels:
Gone With the Wind , From Here to Eternity , and The Godfather were all adapted from novels of the same
name. This movie came at an important time for Disney animation when it'd had a difficult period adapting to
the changing tastes of seventies children. What most people don't realise is that The Jungle Book in print
contains fourteen stories in all, about which only some are about Mowgli and his unorthodox upbringing.
Where it slightly fails is in harnessing the frenetic action sequences into solid story telling. The book is
divided into four parts, of which The Sword In The Stone is actually just the first part, and covers Arthur's
early mentoring by Merlin. In many respects this movie is a soul mate to Mary Poppins , having a very similar
feel and ingredients. At studio insistence, the film was cut down to two hours and was considered a flop upon
its theatrical release. In addition to traditional literature courses, cinema studies students take courses in the
theory of film, how to approach it from a variety of perspectives, and how film differs around the world.
Students can also minor in cinema studies. The film, considered the first detective movie, ran for only 30
seconds and was originally intended to be shown in hand-cranked Mutoscope machines. But we're promised
that Pooh is going back to his roots when Disney releases an all-new Winnie The Pooh feature film next year.
In , he released two adaptationsâ€”Cinderella based on the Brothers Grimm story of the same name and King
John , the first known film to be based on the works of Shakespeare. As a product designer the most
significant and fascinating thing about Apple is the way its products are engineered and manufactured. Forget
the live action versions with Glenn Close and talking animals, this is the best Dalmatians movie by a country
mile. Let us know in the comments section below. Given how rich the source material is, it's not a surprise that
Disney has been tempted back to Carroll's wildest imagination with their recent Tim Burton directed live
action version, Alice In Wonderland. Not bad for a bear of very little brain Having heard Alan Kitching give a
talk here at Design Bridge, I know how much passion has gone into every print and it really comes through on
the page. The book uses contemporary examples to demonstrate these theories in an engaging and digestible
way, allowing anyone to grasp the fundamental pillars of visual language. One book that has been adapted
very frequently in one form or another is Charles Dickens ' Christmas story A Christmas Carol , which has
around 20 film adaptations to date. The Jungle Book Okay, I accept that Rudyard Kipling was born in
Bombay, but he's generally accepted to be a British author, and so I've included his classic animated movie as
one of those that should be here. The stage imposes physical limits of size and technology. Retrieved  What
made these productions so endearing was the stylised illustration look and the unique voice talent of Sterling
Holloway as Pooh. It is incredibly inspiring to see two people push design boundaries in so many formats. In
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retrospect, Alice In Wonderland represents some amazing work in animation, but also in art direction by Mary
Blair. To date I have had to get my design fix from books â€” current favourites are a recent vintage book haul
including Ben Shahn, Jean Cocteau drawings, a beautifully designed Jacob Epstein catalogue from and a
hilarious book about fictional exhibitions, which consists of rejection letters on original museum and gallery
letterheads from the s and early s. My obsessions include art, history and human behaviour; all fundamental
building blocks in much of my work. Walt Disney, sadly, died during the making of The Jungle Book, so it
marks the end of an era in that respect. Winnie The Pooh onwards Pooh first appeared in a series of sixties
short animated movies after Disney licensed certain rights to characters and stories by A. While most of the
elements from Barrie's Pan transfer well to the Disney version, there are some darker overtones in the novel
which are left out, probably for good reason. The most celebrated of the early adaptations is Erich von
Stroheim 's Greed , a adaptation of the novel McTeague by naturalist writer Frank Norris. Plays: Casablanca ,
Streetcar Named Desire , and Equus were all adapted from stage plays.


